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RESULTS

• Improved time management among employees   

• Fast set up time and accurate detailed production data added focus

• Helpful, friendly support available them 24/7 

• Cost-effective with significant reduction in operating expenses

APPLICATION

Emerson’s Zedi Cloud SCADA Solutions platform, Automation Hardware 
and Automation Services

CUSTOMER

Large Producer in the United States

CHALLENGE

Our cloud-base platform and production automation is our focus and 
why we provide it as a service making it easier to explore automation 
options for company needs with a secure, flexible cloud platform.

Our new Customer was struggling with finding the time to plan new 
drills and getting production answers that were needed to react to daily 
pressures (both internal and external).

The producer needed to get several sites automated to deliver internal 
personnel the information required but didn’t want internal resources 
absorbed in the process to procure, engineer, install or maintain.

The company wanted a quick turnaround for the automation of sites with 
instant access to decision making data. They needed accurate data and 
more time to focus on core business operations.

The customer called upon Zedi to help get their automation up
and running without any headaches – or fiscal surprises.

Zedi Cloud SCADA Solutions

“Having Zedi provide full platform, 
automation and services allowed for 
a sharper focus from internal
resources on strategizing and 
achieving large-scale successful 
growth objectives and full attention 
targeted on new drill plans.”

Large Producer in the United States

 - VP of Operations
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SOLUTION

Automation installed in the field provided the accurate data to quickly
deliver better business decisions, all backed by expert service from every 
angle made the whole process easy and fast.

Engineered for ease, accuracy, and speed without needing the attention
of our customer’s internal resources.

When this customer called Zedi to help with providing a solution to the 
automation problems they were having we stepped up with best-practice 
hardware, a secure cloud SCADA platform, and fast installation services to 
get it in the field and running smoothly; It was merely a matter of putting it 
all together fast and accurately.
 
Our customer has been using our Zedi platform in action now for the past 
few months with everything running efficiently. Our service has allowed for 
more internal focus on bigger goals like new drills, forecasting and so many 
other areas of their core business to protect production, profits
and long term sustainability.
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